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Nurse Led Discharge

















Great idea however needed to be a little more clearer
in how to achieve it
Our hospital is a level 3 with very complex babies so I
feel that it would be a huge responsibility for nurses
to be responsible for the send
We do Nurse led discharges at our hospital. Interesting to hear how a nursery nurse can lead
Would find this difficult to introduce in our level 3 unit
due to increase workload and always a change in allocation
Useful information as our unit is thinking of putting
something similar in place for us as nursery nurses to
implement
The idea is good although the presentation I found a
little unclear as to what it was they were doing different until the end
Excellent
More detailed information and more discussion
The step by step guide would really help
Works really well on unit

Something which would be useful to use in our unit. So good to see how it
works
Something very useful to teach parents to help them bond with their baby
Would like to carry this idea to transitional care, will be talking to managers
I can see the benefits
Really good explanation of baby massage and benefits to baby and care
giver
Amazing speaker and has made it clear how important this could be for all
babies parents
Hoping to implement this on our unit
Very interesting, would love to do this
Very exciting! Hoping to eventually bring this to the unit










Neonatal Alert, Trigger and Track (NATT)





Responsive feeding









Interesting and a good recap
Good presentation
Paula was so passionate, really enjoyed and a great refresher
Loved this- not at all fluffy!
Easy to listen to
Lovely speaker and gave me a way of bringing back basics
to helping parents form bonds
Very informative
Excellent- reminding us of several points, also not forgetting bottle feeding

Managing bereavement in the Neonatal setting









Well-presented and good information. Very approachable too
The speakers were great and I’m amazed at the work they have done and all
of the hard work they put into this charity. They should be very proud as a family
Very good
These guys are amazing! They shared their experience which will continue to
helps us improve the care we give. Thank you!
Lovely presentation and excellent knowledge, made me think how our unit could
support bereaved families better
Really great work and interesting. We don’t experience a huge amount of fatalities but with transitional care coming in this will be very useful when working
with maternity more

A little monotone in presentation
Helpful to understand more, however I just hope we are given in
house guidance
Useful information to have and to know how to use if you have
enough QIS staff on duty
Very important as it’s a regional new practice. Presentation did not
reflect importance
Gained some knowledge of how to use NATT. Although currently
not in place on unit, may be difficult as not many QIS on shift

Maternal Mental Health







Well explained
Well-presented and great information
Really useful information. Thank you
Very interesting. Looking forward to re-reading the slides when we have them sent
A little quiet
Brought back to basics the signs to look out for and ways to help parents more especially the dads

Infant Massage

Nurse Led Discharge









As a unit, nursery nurses do practically all of the discharge
with the exception of sending letters. We’ve never had issues
with them being completed
Interesting to hear how this came about but feel this took up a
large part of the content. Checklist? What to include, shame
this wasn’t in the presentation
More information on how to do nurse led discharges would
have been helpful. Would of liked a copy of the checklist
Very interesting, will definitely update our management team
Way forward for smooth discharges
Well explained










It would have been nice for some techniques to be demonstrated
I’m trained so will be talking to ward manager when next on shift
Was quite quick but was explained well
Great for parents
Great idea! Just great!
We currently don’t carry out infant massage on our unit so would be something to think
of in the future for parents
Something which I believe will help our babies. Unfortunately denied training because of

Neonatal Alert, Trigger and Track (NATT)








Responsive Feeding



Very interesting. Would like Paula to come to our unit study days
I really enjoyed this talk. Paula’s passion! I wish she could be cloned and put in
every unit. Can Paula come to do a talk during our study day please
Very good presentation
Being new to the role this helped me to understand hunger cues and the importance of skin to skin




Very good information but could be improved by speaker not reading
from slides
Could be more interesting-it was just read from the PowerPoint
Dull! The speaker just read the PowerPoint! I could have done that!
Think this will be great to implement on our unit
Useful to see
Was just reading through long written slides
A lot to take in over the slides

Maternal Mental Health
Managing bereavement in the Neonatal setting









Very inspiring
Excellent. Such a great thing to be doing
Amazing couple and family to do what they do
Heart-warming story. Approachable people, focused, made you leave wanting to do more and
help within your unit
The personal and emotional content really helped me to understand that as a nursery nurse making a family experience positive (as it can be) paramount. I also think the resources are amazing
Amazing work
Good to know there are tools to help families in this kind of situation and how to get them
Really emotional and helpful










Informative and insightful. I look forward to seeing the slides again
Great information
Useful information and advice with supporting parents
Helpful points for supporting mum’s and what to look for
Linking slides to scenarios was helpful
A useful session. I liked the diary sheet idea for parents to protect skin to skin time
Sometimes very overlooked, parents are expected to just cope “get on with it” very interesting
Lots of information to take away



















A great day, well organised and some positive things to link back to
my own setting
Thank you, a great mix of learning opportunities
Enjoyed the day on the whole, some interesting subjects. Pity about
some noise at ‘the back’ towards the end of the day!!!
Really good day, very insightful. Provided ideas for own unit and questions to ask manager
A lovely varied training day. Taking away lots of useful information
and ideas to think about
Thank you
Good variety of content
Brilliant study day, definitely worth the journey. Some great ideas to
take back to our unit
All talks were very good subjects to cover. Very understanding of time
of arrival due to traffic. Lunch a nice touch and helpful for all day
course
A well planned day, varied content, good facilities, comfortable room
and nice lunch. Thank you
Thoroughly enjoyed the course. Thank you

Really enjoy this study day, very informative, I love learning and developing. For
next year maybe NAS scoring. Muffins Excellent!
Very interesting. Really enjoyed hearing about baby massage and how effective it
is. Very emotional bereavement talk. Good to hear how other hospitals do things
Very interesting day. Got a bit lost trying to find the Frank Lee Centre
Overall interesting course but feel that maybe some more interaction would be
beneficial as it was mainly being talked to



More interactive parts to the day to help you stay focused. Very interesting
course covering a variety of different topics. Would have been nice to get some
hand outs. Refreshments very good
Many thanks for providing the opportunity for nursery nurses to develop our
role and the new ideas to feedback










Good information stands
Wasn’t informed lunch was included- what a
bonus!
Didn’t receive any information and the Frank Lee
Centre is not well signposted and took us a while
to find it. The day was organised with information I can take back to my setting. Very impressed with the bereavement talk and would
like more information on a bereavement room
Draegar was a very good talk on an important
topic
Thank you





Really enjoyed today and have learnt a lot. Look
forward to next year!
A great day. Lots of new information and
knowledge
Good information stands

